
Why You Should Buy the Lenovo Keyboard Pack for Tab P11 (2nd Gen)

Connect with a snap
Instantly turns into an on-the-go 
productivity device in a single snap  
via the 4-point pogo-pin connectors.
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Ergonomic, tactile
Typing on a tablet never felt this good. 
The Lenovo Keyboard Pack prioritizes 
ergonomics and click-feel with a deep  
1.3 mm key travel distance as well as 18 mm 
pitch and 0.2 mm concavity on each key’s 
surface. The ThinkPad-inspired U-shape 
keys expand effective surface area, which 
increase typing accuracy and comfort,  
while the stand cover’s free-stop hinge  
(0° to 165°) lets you choose the exact 
viewing angle you need.

Spacious one-piece trackpad
Enhance your control and precision 
with the one-piece trackpad that’s 
responsive and amply sized at  
87 x 49 mm.

Added productivity options
Do what you need to do—faster—with 12 
productivity-enabling hotkeys to enable 
quick screen lock, split-size/full-size 
windows and screen printing.

Get to typing on your tablet in a single snap. Attach the 2-in-1 Lenovo Keyboard Pack for your Lenovo 
Tab P11 (2nd Gen) and add light productivity to your toolset while you’re on the go. The ergonomic 
keyboard lets you type up papers and whip up presentations with greater accuracy and speed via the 
ThinkPad-inspired U-shape keys, which are precision-engineered for more responsiveness and comfort 
while typing. The carefully designed layout and one-piece trackpad optimize your convenience while in 
productivity mode.

Stay productive, on the go. 
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2-in-1 keyboard
The 2-in-1 keyboard pack for your tablet 
with a back cover provides all-around 
protection and features a built-in kickstand 
for convenience.
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Information
Warranty
1 Year

What’s in the Box
Keyboard
Back Cover

Design
Dimensions (W x D x H)
Keyboard
(mm) : 272.45 x 172.7 x 5.5 
(inches) : 10.73" x 6.80" x 0.22"

Stand (without pouch area)
(mm) : 273.45 x 173.7 x 5.1
(inches) : 10.77" x 6.84" x 0.20"

Stand (with pouch area)
(mm) : 273.45 x 189.5 x 5.1
(inches) : 10.77" x 7.46" x 0.20"

Specifications

* Pogo pin bar not included.

Connectivity
Connections
4-point pogo pin for data and  
charging transfer
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Weight
Keyboard
Starting at 267 g (0.59 lbs)

Stand
Starting at 295 g (0.65 lbs)

Color
Grey

White LED Light Indications
Silent, Mute, Caps Lock
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Touchpad Gestures

Double fingers tap
Tap with two fingers to 
show the quick actions 
menu for items like  
icons on the Home 
Screen, messages  
in a mailbox.
Function:  
Mouse right click

Double fingers swipe  
from top edge
Swipe towards  
top edge with two 
fingers to open the 
Notification Center.
Function:  
Notification center

Three/four fingers  
swipe down
Back to home  
page/screen.
Function:  
Back to home

Double fingers pinch
Place two fingers 
near each other. 
Pinch open to  
zoom in, or pinch 
close to zoom out.
Function:  
Zoom in/out

Three/four fingers 
swipe left/right
Switch between 
open apps. Swipe left 
or right with three 
fingers.
Function:  
Switch apps

Double fingers swipe  
from edge
Back to the previous 
window/page.
Function:  
Back

Three/four fingers  
swipe up
Open recent apps 
viewer. Swipe up with 
three fingers, pausing 
before you lift your 
fingers or pinch four 
fingers together, 
pausing before you lift 
your fingers.
Function:  
Recent app

Keyboard Shortcut Keys
Stay one step ahead with these keyboard shortcuts

SHORTCUTS

Lock screen

Home screen

Snap the current app to the left/right

Google search

Notification center

Open settings

Enter/exit productivity mode

Open an app from dock

Ctrl+Shift+T Disable/enable touchpad

Alt+Backspace Close current app

Alt+Tab Recent apps

Alt+Shift Switch language

Ctrl+Shift Switch input method

Ctrl+Space Switch keyboard layout

+ L

+ < / >

+ N

+ P

+ D

+ S

+ I

+ Number Key
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Lenovo reserves the right to alter product offerings and specifications at any time, without notice. Lenovo makes every effort to ensure accuracy of all information but is not liable or responsible 
for any editorial, photographic or typographic errors. All images are for illustration purposes only. For full Lenovo product, service and warranty specifications visit www.lenovo.com. Lenovo makes 
no representations or warranties regarding third party products or services. Trademarks: The following are trademarks or registered trademarks of Lenovo: Lenovo, the Lenovo logo, Rescue and 
Recovery, ThinkPad, ThinkCentre, ThinkStation, ThinkServer, ThinkVantage and ThinkVision. Microsoft, Windows and Vista are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation. Ultrabook, Celeron, 
Celeron Inside, Core Inside, Intel, Intel Logo, Intel Atom, Intel Atom Inside, Intel Core, Intel Inside, Intel Inside Logo, Intel vPro, Itanium, Itanium Inside, Pentium, Pentium Inside, vPro Inside, Xeon, Xeon 
Phi, and Xeon Inside are trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other company, product and service names may be trademarks or service marks of others. Battery life (and 
recharge times) will vary based on many factors including system settings and usage. Visit www.lenovo.com/lenovo/us/en/safecomp/ periodically for the latest information on safe and effective 
computing. ©2022 Lenovo. All rights reserved. 
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